FORM FOR BIBLIOGRAPHY-ON-REQUEST

1. Name: Prof./Dr./Mr./Ms. ______________________________________________________________

2. NEHU Library Registration Number: ____________________________ *Valid Upto: _______________
   (*Applicable to Students/Research Scholars)

3. Department/Institution: ______________________________________________________________

4. Address for Correspondence: __________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________

5. Contact Number: __________________ Fax _______________E-mail ____________________________

6. Specific Topic/Subject: ______________________________________________________________

7. Source Coverage of Bibliography [Select Appropriate item(s)]:
   i) Indian Journals only*  ii) Government Publications only  iii) Reference Works only
   iv) Foreign Journals only*  v) Text Books only  vi) Newspaper Articles only*
   vii) General Books only  viii) Website Addresses only  ix) Web Resources only
   x) All of the above, subject to availability/accessibility of relevant sources.

   *Please furnish the titles of specific publications, if possible.

8. Period Range:     From ___________  upto ___________

9. Mode of Delivery:  i) Print (on payment)   ii) Personal Floppy/CD Download
   iii) E-Mail Attachment   iv) Fax/Courier/Speed Post (on payment)

   I hereby certify that the bibliography being requested is for purely academic purpose and shall not be reproduced or transmitted in any manner.

   I understand that, subject to first-come first-served basis and coverage of the topic/specialized area, a period of at least one week will be required for compilation of the bibliography being requested. 
   *I also agree to bear all additional expenses that may have been incurred towards obtaining the item(s) from other institutions/agencies/external sources. [*Strike off if not applicable]

Place: ________________  Date: ___/___/_______        Signature

(SUBMIT THIS FORM TO THE DOCUMENTATION OFFICER, NEHU CENTRAL LIBRARY, P.O. NEHU CAMPUS, SHILLONG-793022)

(For Library Use Only)

Job No. ______
   i) Request accepted and forwarded to Bibliography Unit.
   ii) Request regretted due to incomplete/illegible information/invalid member ID. 

Documentation Officer